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A chain saw is an essential tool if you need to cut firewood, remove and trim trees around your
household. A hobbyist who makes log furniture can also use a chain saw. There are things to keep
in mind when thinking about buying a chain saw.

Occasional users can go with the consumer models with lighter weight and plenty of useful features,
but at the fraction of the cost of a professional one. These are not very powerful models, but are
perfectly suitable for most users.

A standard model is designed for frequent use and is more powerful as compared to the consumer
chain saw model. It is the perfect for people who perform a lot of woodcutting. The standard model
is commonly used on farms, because of its power and durability.

The professional model is obviously the most powerful chain saw, intended for daily heavy duty use.
The machine includes an up to 6 feet long bar and does not get overheated even after extended use.

If you are looking to get the best chain saw, go with a Husqvarna. You can choose from various
available models. The best consumer model is the 137, which is the most affordable one. If you
need a chain saw with a lot of power, try the 346XP, which has an ergonomic design and a bar
length of between 16 and 20 inches. The 3120 model is the largest one, with a 50 inches bar,
designed for such heavy duty uses as felling trees.

Stihl is yet another leading chain saw brand, with models intended for both professional and
occasional use. Homeowners can go with the M180 model, which is light weighted and includes
such handy features as easy chain adjustment and easy to start function. You can choose to have a
bar of between 12 and 16 inches long. The MS290 is the average use chain saw, suitable for a big
plot of land and farms. Thanks to its â€œIntellicarbâ€• carburetor, it can be used in all weather conditions
and it is also perfect for frequent use. Professionals have the MS880 Magnum Pro with a quick and
easy starting feature, the Elasto. It also includes bars ranging between 17 and 59 inches in length,
one piece muffler and heavy duty air filter.

As described above, choose a chain saw model according to the frequency and the way you want to
use it. A consumer model is generally sufficient for most people. Choose a model that is easy is
comfortable to work with.
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